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Abstract: 

In the last century, there was a growing attention to the Contemporary Art, and it was 

especially noticed, in the organizations, periodicals and among the critiques all over the 

world. Ahmed Mater is one of those Contemporary Art artists, a sparkling name in the Saudi 

visual art. He came from Tomah’s Mountains paths and the depth of its loving and 

overloading sentimental clouds, which is framed in visual and spiritual beauty appetizers.  

This land of beauty, witnessed the beginnings of the glaring artist, who looks at reality with 

eagle eyes and creator abilities. He eliminated the static and dynamic and elements of the 

nature, and milts it in his passion furnace, adding to the same, a new dimension that goes side 

by side and aligns with his contemporary culture, without impacting the values of his 

surroundings. Thus his creativity stood out, in controversial but yet celebrated way       

Objectives:  

 Identify the life of the Artist Ahmed Mater and his bringing up background. 

 Identify The Impact of the Medicine Profession on the Contemporary Art works of the 

Saudi Artist Ahmed Mater, through his works in that field. 

Research Questions:        

1. How the artist Ahmed Mater, was brought up? 

2. The surrounding conditions, and the turning point in his life  

3. The Impact of the Medicine Profession on the Contemporary Art, of the Saudi Artist 

Ahmed Mater 

 

The research Limits: 

Objectivity: The Impact of the Medicine Profession on the Contemporary Art, by the Saudi 

Artist Ahmed Mater       

The timing: This research was conducted on Muhrrem and Safer on 1439 HA, 

The Research Approach: 

The researcher used the Documentary Descriptive Approach, as an appropriate approach 

rather than other approaches. 

Research Terminology: 

Contemporary Art: It is a group of artistic trends and directions that stared in the western 

world in the post sixties of the twentieth century eras, and lasted till our present time. 

Recommendations: 

 The Contemporary Saudi Art is a leading experience, that contains lots of beautiful 

meaning sand unique experience, and researchers should work on researches with 
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Contemporary Saudi Artists and purplish these researches to make people familiar with those 

Artists and this Art, which contains a lot of content and concepts. 

 Extensively writing articles about these experiences and conducting interviews with them, 

to spread the knowledge of these experiments, and not limit things to the academic aspect. 

 Since, most of the Contemporary Saudi Artists, works in governmental sector or the private 

sector, which implies understanding the impact of these professions that they do and practice 

daily, on their artistic work. 
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